Frequently Asked Questions
1. Question: Will the acoustical coating make the ceiling tiles stick to the grid?
Answer: No, not at all. SAV-A-CEILING® is a non-bridging formula that is specially made for
application on acoustic ceiling tiles and grid systems. Unlike latex paint, our coating will
breathe and expand along with the tile and never stick or “glue” the ceiling tile to the
grid.
2. Question: Will this process harm the fire rating of my ceiling tiles?
Answer: No. SAV-A-CEILING® will not harm the fire rating and is the only acoustic coating to be
tested by Underwriters Laboratories. After application our coating reduces the flame
and smoke development of ceiling tiles when exposed to fire.*
3. Question: Won’t this harm the acoustical properties of the tile?
Answer: No. When spray applied, SAV-A-CEILING® will not close or fill the fissures and voids in
acoustical ceiling tiles. The Noise Reduction Coefficient of acoustic ceiling tile remains
the same.*
4. Question: Will my ceiling and environment be brighter?
Answer: Yes. SAV-A-CEILING® increases the light reflectance of old ceiling tiles and is brighter
than new ceiling tiles.*
5. Question: How long does it last?
Answer: SAV-A-CEILING® Acoustic Ceiling Coating is guaranteed, under the same
environmental conditions, to stay whiter longer than new ceiling tiles or ceiling tiles
coated with latex paint.*
6. Question: Will it save us money?
Answer: Yes. Our ceiling restoration process is a fraction of the cost of replacement. Consider
the total expense of replacement: purchasing tiles, removing old tiles, paying for trash
removal, cleaning or painting the existing grid system, and installing new tiles.
7. Question: Is there any disruption to my business?
Answer: All work is performed after business hours at no additional charge. We will schedule
and do the work at your convenience.
8. Question: How long will it take?
Answer: Your ceiling will be restored in a fraction of the time of replacement.
9. Question: Is it harmful?
Answer: No. Our acoustical coating has been tested by Southwest Research Institute, San
Antonio, TX and has been found to be Non-Toxic when burned.*
This product, untinted contains 28 grams VOC per liter.
* Denotes SAV-A-CEILING® Laboratoray Test Results S

